
VILLA SA TALAIA

SPAIN | ISLAND OF IBIZA

9 Bedrooms 18 Guests £19500 - £39000 / week
 



 



   Air Conditioning
   Chef service available
   Family villa
   For large groups
   Gym
   Infinity Pool
   Near shops/restaurants
   Near the airport
   Near the beach
   With seaviews
   With WIFI

 

"Set high in the verdant, Mediterranean countryside of San Jose, with magnificent views over Ibiza Old
Town, this 9-bedroom villa with two infinity pools and gym is a superb example of modern architecture and

glamorous interior decor inspired by Hollywood golden era".   

This is a simply spectacular and truly unique 9-bedroom property located in the San Jose countryside,
affording easy access to some of the islands' most popular beaches. The capital of Ibiza Town is just a
short drive away and here you can indulge in the decadent nightlife scene for which the island is so
famous. This home offers its guests unbeatable south facing distant views over the Old Town of Ibiza, the
sweeping sight of Salinas and the glistening Mediterranean Sea.

This unique villa is set in complete privacy and tranquillity. The architectural exteriors comprise sleek white
geometric planes with sections of lengthy glass windows, which provide an overall clean contemporary
finish and allow for floods of natural light internally. This villa stands out for its modern Hollywood style
interior design, art works and furnishings throughout all the spacious living areas and bedroom suites.
Opulence and luxury are truly the key in the design of this contemporary and supremely stylish home,
which simply exudes glamorous living. The sophisticated theme continues through to the 9 equally
delightful bedroom suites, all of which are fabulously furnished with careful attention to detail and the
highest quality furnishings and decorations.

The property features two infinity pools with surrounding four-poster daybeds, an outdoor jacuzzi, pool
cocktail bar, a view enhanced gazebo covered dining space, plenty of stylish exterior lounging terraces and
undercover spaces to relax. You can also enjoy the comforts of a fully-equipped gym with a sauna and of
course the spectacular sea views of the surrounding coastline.


